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SNAP!
Think of a card….
What do you picture?
A Tarot card or a birthday card? A playing card or
postcard?
We all respond to the same words in different ways. That’s
how our minds work - and that’s how we work as writers in
The Writing Circle.
The Writing Circle is a free writing space for CCCU
Creative Writing students at all levels: Level 4 to
MA. Together, we respond to creative prompts to write
individually and collaboratively in all forms: poetry, flash
fiction, short fiction and non-fiction.
SNAP! is the first anthology created by The Writing Circle.
These short, snappy pieces have been written in online
workshops through three lockdowns during the last year.
I’m proud of these writers and proud of this work, made
during a particularly challenging time in all of our lives. I
believe that writing through crises helps us to cope and
thrive.
So - you think of a card. Why not write your own
response?
Keep writing Peggy
Peggy Riley
The Writing Circle
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THE ACES HIGH KILLER
It’s hot as hell on the Royal Mile, even worse wearing a comedy rabbit suit.
Sweat trickles down my face inside my fake-fur head, and, frankly, it stinks in
here. But the Edinburgh Fringe is a rat-race, so perhaps it’s fitting that I’m selling
my show dressed as a rodent. Discarded fliers for comedies, tragedies, ecstatic
dance and audience participation swirl around my paws. Audience participation,
that’s me, I’m all about audience participation.
There are other fliers too. These are from the police, warning about the serial
killer. Stop! Think! Can You Help Us? At their press conferences, they don’t
mention the playing cards that the killer slides into his victims’ mouths so they
stick out like stiff, bright tongues. They’re keeping it back. It’s a detail that hoax
callers won’t know, but police stations are institutionally leaky and some people
make it their business to know. I make it my business. I know, just as I know that,
between themselves, they call the murderer The Aces High Killer. I like that. It
has a ring to it.
I must get on, find tonight’s audience. My show only needs an audience of
one, just one. I’m clutching a single flier in a clumsy paw and, if I lollop towards
the right lady, she will take pity and then, like magic, take the flier. ‘You poor
thing,’ she’ll say. ‘If I take this, are you done? Can you take that horrid costume
off? You must be so hot.’ And I’ll nod, rabbit ears bobbing as I bend forward to
plant a comedy kiss on her head. ‘You poor thing,’ she’ll say again.
Look, here’s one now. Denim mini, tousled hair, already eyeing me as I lurch
along the pavement avoiding baby-buggies the size of armoured cars. ‘Poor
thing,’ she says, on cue. We link arms and turns into the narrow, greasy lane
behind the glossy shops. She’s looking around, inquisitive, but not nervous. Not
yet. Suddenly she grabs a flier from the cobbles, one of the police ones. ‘You’re
not --? ‘I bless the rabbit suit as I feel my face freeze, grateful that she can’t see it.
‘Listen to me! What am I like?’ She giggles. ‘Never mind that. What time’s the
show?’
‘Soon. We’re nearly there.’
‘Where is it, then? The venue?’
‘Just round here.’ We’re at the alleyway. It’s foetid with the smell of rubbish.
I tug her in behind the bins. ‘Here we are.’
I back her against the wall, slipping out of the rabbit suit. They’re always
amazed at how quick this is, how soon the horny bunny can do what horny
bunnies do. She smiles and presses forward, I’m surprised. Usually, they look
shocked, try to scream, shrink away. Not this one, though. I pause, confused,
trying to think. This feels wrong, this isn’t the plan. I must have been in the rabbit
suit too long, because I’m starting to feel weak and a little dizzy. I need to sit
down.
Something is leaking, turning the pavement dark red, the red of a sunset over
Leith. I look up to see her sheathing a knife, the blade jewelled with rubies. I
smell the iron tang of blood. ‘Poor thing. Sleep now,’ she says, conjuring the Ace
of Hearts from her sleeve.
I should beg, plead for her to have pity and call an ambulance. Instead I say,
‘But they said the Aces High Killer only attacks women.’ I am being peevish
while bleeding to death.
‘I fancied a change,’ she says.
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Dear Maria,
To Maria,
Maria,

Welcome to your brand-new break up box!
Here are the things you left at my place. I’m leaving it with your neighbour (the one
with the unibrow the eyepatch the pink house) so here’s a full inventory in case she
snoops in case she steals in case she’s still mad about Rex shitting in her petunias.
The shoe box is from those Converse you bought me for my birthday. However, I
still like the shoes, so I’m keeping them. You’re welcome to the box.
•
1 Waterstones gift card with receipt. Remaining credit: £0.05.
•
1 hairbrush. Complete with hair.
•
1 trainer. I don’t know where the other one is.
•
1 A4 map of Cambridge with my phone number written on the back. Do you
remember when we met? Do you remember asking for my number? I have since
changed numbers due to your cat eating my SIM card. I have also moved away from
Cambridge. I thought you might want to keep it, though.
•
1 Subway gift card: never activated.
•
1 Costa club card: never activated.
•
1 CEX membership card: activated but only used once on a second-hand copy of
Tomb Raider for Nintendo Wii. You wanted to play every Tomb Raider game ever
made. You dressed up as Lara Croft for our Halloween party with me as Indiana
Jones. She’s the reason you studied archaeology, though the job is nothing like the
way she does it.
•
A shopping list with the ingredients for fajitas. It used to live on my fridge
door because it’s your favourite food and this way I wouldn’t forget how to make it,
but it seems ridiculous to keep it now.
•
A Blue Eyes White Dragon Yu-Gi-Oh! Card. Creased and boxed at the
edges. Remember how we watched all 224 episodes during the summer? Afterwards,
we made decks and gave each other our favourite cards. I’d like my Dark Magician
card back, please.
•
1 tube of moisturiser. I’ve got my own now. Skin care’s important, after all.
•
1 toothbrush. I understand you have your own at your place, but it’s one of
those bamboo ones and I would want it back if I were in your shoes. Can I have mine
back, by the way?
•
1 Pikachu Pokémon card. (Maria, I choose you!)
•
1 ring, never worn, never given, but I don’t want it anymore.
•

I love you.
I miss you.
I choose you, Pikachu.
Goodbye, Maria.
Alex
P.S. Seriously, I want my Dark Magician card back.
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THE ORDER OF SERVICE
With a solemn gesture from the priest, the people in the church stand as one and
sing. “You shall cross the barren desert, but you shall not die of thirst.”
Aoife remains seated. She can hear her mum’s voice above the others and tries
to focus on it alone. It is clear and bright.
Her mother’s voice. Familiar. A constant.
She unfolds the printed order of service and opens her mouth to join her
family in this half-remembered hymn of her childhood when she hears it.
In the brief pause between verses.
There is a crack. A guttural moan. A racked and wretched sob.
Her mother’s voice. Broken. Heartbroken.
“Fuck this,” says Aoife.
She takes off her headphones and pushes her laptop back. She folds her arms,
squeezing her shaking hands tightly against her sides and holds her breath until the
heat recedes from her eyes. When she can safely exhale, she becomes aware of her
family’s voices whispering the hymn from her discarded headphones on the desk.
Tinny, distorted and distant.
She leans forward and taps the mute button on the laptop without looking at the
screen and sits back in the chair.
“I’m sorry, Nan.”
She picks up the order of service that had fallen on to the rug by her
feet. It’s still warm. Is that from the printer still or the Sun?
She looks at the photo of the woman on the front of the card. She is
beautiful. Smiling shyly in her home-made wedding dress.
“My sister was a seamstress, you know.”
You can somehow tell her hair is auburn even in the sepia tones of the
photograph.
“You look like me when I was a girl.”
“I know.”
Placing the order of service on the table she looks at her reflection in the
window and imagines slowly turning into the woman she has lost.
“I’m so sorry. I can’t get home. I love you. I love you. I love you.”
“I know you do, and I love you too. Be nice to your Mammy.”
Her mother. Alone. Crying. Her voice.
I can’t…
Aoife kicks off her shoes, stands and walks to the door. Marching down the
hallway she can hear her flatmate stand up in the kitchen.
“I’m fine. Just give me five.” She opens the door.
Crosses the gravel, enjoying the discomfort on the soles of her feet.
The grass is cool and wet.
She closes her eyes and feels the warmth from the sun on her cheeks.
Digging her toes into the earth, Aoife swallows, rolls back her shoulders, and
sings for her Nan. “Be not afraid, I go before you always.”

Q
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POSTCARDS HOME: SPA
Dear Pen
Another one for your collection! I’m in Belgium in a place called Spa – famous
for mineral water. I think that you can buy it in Tesco. It’s very quiet. Lots of
statues and some beautiful hills around the track. Holland next, but I’ll be home
soon. Look after Daddy for me.
Love, Mummy xxx
He wears his heart on his sleeve. He’s been in love with her for so long now
that he knows nothing else. There is just no other way to be. All he wants is to
make her happy. And it’s only fair that he takes his turn. She’s explained it to
him and he agrees. She has put in most of the effort up till now – growing this
little egg inside herself, creating life. The stretch marks, the indigestion and the
piles, not to mention the pain of pushing new life out, all whilst swimming
against the tide in her chosen career.
Today he wraps their girl up warm in downy coats and scarves against the
Autumn wind and shuffles gently out of the house. He keeps her just in front of
him, the blubber of his belly weighs down over her fluffy curls. She is small
and round and wants to roll away from him – out into the park. But he keeps
her near. Together they waddle-toddle past the boating lake. He is the only
father amongst so many Mums and they react to him with an admiring
suspicion. He bobs his head towards them – a reassurance that he’s no threat to
the flock and its brood, but also a warning: keep your beaks closed! It’s easy to
chirp and caw about absent mothers, work-shy fathers. They are very traditional
in this town.
Female mechanics of any kind are still a rarity, much less those that work on
high powered racing cars. He knows that climbing into a pit with a pregnant
belly was no fun at all, but she insisted on doing it for as long as she could and
taking the minimum of maternity leave; she didn’t want to give them any
excuse.
At this point in the season, the work is relentless. Time is important now. Every
hour spent on the car could mean a second faster than before, and a second
faster could be the difference between victory and defeat. After this weekend is
over, she will move on to the next circuit, the next hotel, fattening up their bank
balance, dollar by dollar, as she goes.
He fluffs up his overcoat and makes himself a larger barrier against the chill
October air that threatens to knock the little one over and crack open the thin
shell of skin on her knees.
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One small dark green rectangle of plastic.
It sits in the sweat of her hand from where she fished it from the
bin.
Credit, says the card, with a set of half-circles, a cartoon rainbow on
its side.
Another small rectangle has numbers, upraised, bumpy to her
finger. She can count to ten.
There are numbers in a line and numbers in-between some dashes.
Most of the small rectangles are sharp from scissors, when Mother
cut the card apart, but some of them are smooth. The corners,
rounded. In one – almost the best one – there is the shape of a
horse’s head. A black horse’s head turned back over its shoulder, as
if to look at her.
She has to lean over the edge of the bin, down into its stinky depths
of yogurt cartons, banana pills, and ripped-up bills to find the last
rectangle. She doesn’t have all her letters yet, but she knows enough
to spot the ones that spell a name that’s like Mother’s and like her
own.
It’s this rectangle she tucks into the pocket of her shorts like a
secret. This one and the black horse head, looking back at her over
its shiny shoulder, as Father wouldn’t do.

BY PEGGY RILEY
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THE STAR
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You have stolen the horse.
The dark, majestic knight with the flaming sword is busy burning
down all you used to be. While you were still inside, his blade crashed
through the support beams and brought the ceiling crumbling down;
perhaps it is only fair that you have taken his steed, black like rotting sin. In
the village, at the whim of the dark knight and his flaming blade, the people
who kept you bound and quiet are facing their retribution.
You take the horse to get away. Away from the spreading fire that
encases your village. Away from the terrified howls of the farm animals,
trapped in smoking stables. Away from the shrieking screams of the
neighbours who saw and said nothing. Who saw and kept quiet.
Who saw and allowed and did not even raise a hand to help.
As you ride, the evening sky above you is quickly turning black.
Soon the searing orange hell beast burning behind you will grow so huge it
will stain the horizon gold; every kingdom across the plains will know of its
burning. You do not want to be there to sift through the wreckage when
they put out the flames; you especially do not want to be there when the
light of day reveals who might have survived.
So, you head forward, away. You tilt your head backwards and eye
the stars, twinkling into existence above you. For now, the wind is in your
favour, billowing the black smoke in the opposite direction of your escape
as you trace your calloused forefinger across the divots of the sky until it
lands on the North Star.
When you were young, your grandmother taught you the stars and
their meanings. She gave you a deck of cards that twisted cyclical stories;
journeys from young and foolish to old and worldly; ace to ten and serving
page to ruling emperor.
She dealt them across the kitchen table and quizzed you on each one,
from creative wands and overflowing cups to the lovers with gnarled laced
fingers.
Number seventeen: The Star, she would say, and now, looking at the
North Star – Polaris, she’d called it in a scratching voice – leading far and
away from the fiery wreckage of your past, you repeat aloud what you had
diligently said back then:
“Hope, a light in the darkness, guiding you somewhere new.”
Where? you had asked when you were small at the kitchen
table. Where does the star lead you?
In front of you now, the dark fields unfold into miles of open plains.
In your ear is your grandmother’s voice, speaking like she’s unlocking
every door you have ever wanted to pass through:
Anywhere, she says. Anywhere at all.

9
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SHOPPING LIST
DISCARDED OUTSIDE
THE SUPER FOOD MART
IN SAN BERNARDINO,
CALIFORNIA

Shovel.
Brown bread.
Flashlight.
Ham.
Map of the Mojave.
Two litres of water.
Length of good strong rope.
Roll of good strong tape.
Spare canister of gas.
Pie: Blueberry if they’ve got it.
Apple if they don’t.

BY PEGGY RILEY
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ENLIGHTENMENT SERVICES FEEDBACK
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Enlightenment Services, Inc.

We Value Your Feedback!
We do what we do because we couldn’t not do it. Such is the nature of
Dharma. Regardless, we hope you enjoyed what we did today. Please
rate your current state of mind, circling the text below that best matches
your experience.

Nirvana!

All is one. I am
the dog and the
one who beats the
dog.

Not sure.
It was okay.

Nothing matters.
Nothing.

I am eternally
shackled to the
present
by restlessness
and ignorance.

If you did not enjoy what we did today, please tell us more on the
reverse of this postcard. Your words may wound us irreparably,
causing metaphorical scar tissue that will forever catch the light and
appear raised as escarpments, ignominious testaments to our
failure, surviving this world to form disfiguring birthmarks in our future
lives, but don’t let that put you off. We really do want to hear what you
think of our service.
We treat all complaints anonymously, with dignity, respect and a sliding
scale of punitive measures appropriate to the karmic laws
of retribution.

BY SONIA OVERALL
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Thank you for taking the time to give your feedback. Kindly hand this
postcard to our receptionist as you leave, and remember our
corporation’s mantra: everything that goes around, comes around.

Q

UNWANTED VALENTINE
A card. Left plain and discarded on your desk. It is a sweet lavender
blue, scrolled with pale white lettering, barely readable from afar.
You move closer. Cautious and careful. The note warns you that it
must be read alone. You look over your shoulder.
Remembering how you used to receive notes from Joey in a similar
manner, your heart feels all warm with memories. He’d leave them
under the door for you or hidden under a pillow.
This formal card is not his style. Maybe he’d matured. You always
hoped he would. The card isn’t like his usual soft brown envelopes
stuffed with sheets and sheets of words for you to devour. This is a
flat, lifeless thing that looks to have no content inside. You even
wonder if it could be empty or already opened. Then you see the
seal is well secured.
Lifting it up, moving through your fingers. The soft papers glide
over your painted nails. The envelope matches the colour of the
dress you wear. It reminds you of the letters you wish you’d
gotten as a young woman. You no longer had silly wishes like that.
Inside, the paper undone. It reads: Felicity, I have terrible news.
3pm, courtyard. Nothing more needs to be said, because after that
you look down and see who’s signed it. Joey’s sister.
This is not a valentine note, this is an unwanted end to whatever you
thought you could have. You lay your own unopened Valentine’s
Day card, written for Joey, on your desk.
Looking at the card, it reminds you of an undetonated bomb.

Q

BY ALEXA BARRETT
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POSTCARDS HOME: ZANDVOORT
Dear Pen
It sounds as though your assembly went really well. It’s raining here so we are
having to do a lot of extra work on the car tyres. We are staying close to the beach
on the front of the card, and I’m writing this wrapped up on my balcony, thinking
of you across the sea.
Tell Daddy that you need a special treat for being so brave and saying all of your
lines perfectly.
Love, Mummy xxx
He lifts his daughter up, fits her chubby legs into the swing, pushes her gently away
then catches hold of her again. It reassures him this motion; gravity ensures that she
will never go too far before returning.
In her hands, is the colourful postcard showing a cluster of post-war buildings
along a sandy shore. They had discussed coming out to meet her, having a few
snatched hours of sandcastle building in the wind. But it would have meant time
off school, and Pen’s routine was a thing they both clung to. An agreement made
before she was born.
“Our lives might be different,” he had said, holding his wife’s hand on the sofa,
aware of the fragility of the bones in her fingers, the dirt under her nails. “But as
long as we are happy with our routine, it will be ok.”
She had squeezed his hand, in love, or gratitude and whispered, “Thank you.”
She couldn’t say anything more. All of her strength was needed to face down the
questions from her family and his, from their friends and her colleagues on the
team. From everyone who had an opinion, softened with a question mark.
Now it is half-term, which means full-time parenting. Holidays are always the
worst and the last few days have been tough on them all. The glitches of a
FaceTime screen don’t allow for silent hugs or days out together. He and Pen spent
the weekend with his parents instead, which was worse than being alone.
Giving patient explanations tires him out.
A gust of wind scuds paper-brown leaves across the playground and, just as
suddenly, he realises that he’s shivering with anger not with cold.
“What if they’re right and we are wrong?” he wonders.
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Billy took the cards from the small coffee table shelf. Looking around as if
he was doing something wrong, he saw that no-one was about. Kneeling by
the table he began to set the cards down face up. Now the fun could begin:
Rain poured down as two armies stood at the top of two hills that ran down
into a valley. The King of Hearts faced his adversary, The King
of Spades. Their forces of black and red contrasting with the green
landscape. They knew why they were there and that only one could
survive.
“You cannot hope to defeat me, Hearts,” said The King of Spades.
“Don’t be so sure, Spades,” said Hearts, rather dramatically.
The two continued to stare at each other, loathing in their eyes. Meanwhile,
their numbers stood behind waiting for the command to charge. Then it
happened; two horns sounded from the east and west. Over the hills came
the King of Diamonds and of Clubs each with their numbers. It was clear
that it was going to be a four-way
battle.
“We will not lose,” said all four armies at once.
They rallied their numbers ready to attack. Horns were sounded and the
battle began. With a roar, the armies tore down the hill, each army desiring
to defeat the other. Closer and closer they came. The clouds rumbled with
the threat of lightning. Soldiers yelled, brandishing their spears and—
“Billy, tea’s ready,” came his mum’s voice from the
kitchen.
“Coming,” said Billy, sighing.
The story had just been getting good too. Putting down the cards, he
shuffled them into a neat pile, stowing them under the table. Standing up,
Billy walked out the door and to dinner.
The grand battle would have to be continued later.

K
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LOTERIA
The woman turns a card: La Luna. The moon.
He’d ridden in through darkness, hooves on the red dirt road beside the twist of the
bone dry river. He’s never been so far from Massachusetts. Now, the sun is high. It’s
hot. Out on the plaza, a band plays mariachi. Horns and horse carts. Flies buzz in the
shade. A roll of sweat runs down his spine like a fingernail.
She turns another: El Alacran. A brown scorpion.
He only came in for a beer. Now he’s getting his fortune told. “Show me what I
want,” he says.
She shushes him. She’s yet to speak or even smile. He isn’t used to that. Where he
comes from, women bat their lashes. They twirl their curls to hook a man like him.
Any one of them could have been his bride. Easy pickings. Out here, women are
scarcer. Hen’s teeth. Out here, even a toothless woman is a prize.
He spent all his father gave him to come west, crossing plains in a buckboard wagon.
Crossing into California, he turned up with his clean pick to find the gold was gone.
He turned over nothing but river rocks, smooth and round as cheeks. Whatever had
come easy for the first of them, came nothing but hard for him. He stuck it out for ten
long months before he traded his pan for a potato and hitched a ride south with a fleabitten friar on a long-lashed donkey. Got as far as the mission. Now, busted flat in
this city of angels, he can’t stand to give up on his dream. It still shimmers.
El Nopal. A cactus tree.
“Nope.” He pokes the card. He isn’t going there. The desert’s east, and he doesn’t
want to turn tail. He came out west.
La Sirena. The mermaid.
“Nope.” Problem is, all that’s west is water, and he doesn’t figure he’ll find much
gold in that salty sea. If only the woman would give him something he could use.
La Calavera. Skull.
He doesn’t like these cards. He gave up everything to get this far – family, birth right,
green hills and pink-lipped, wide-hipped girls. Maybe he didn’t think the streets were
paved with gold, but he’d wanted them to be. He doesn’t like this game. It’s time to
cut his losses and go.
He leans forward to turn that skull back over. Her hand catches his. She smiles: a
glint. Her front tooth’s shimmering.
El Corazon. A heart.
He smiles back. Gold, all right.
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In the last rays of evening light, you ride your stolen steed into a forest.
The sky becomes a tangle of branches and leaves above you; the ground a tumble
of roots and overgrown grasses. Everything moves in the forest. The shadows dance and
play, darting in front of your horse’s feet and flittering from tree to tree.
Everything is louder in the forest, too; the wind turns from a shallow hum in the
plains to an echoing, hollow call winding through the leaves. The breeze whips your hair,
whips the horse’s, and haunts your journey through the trees.
Somewhere behind you, your village burns – but soon enough the gold and smoke
of the horizon is hidden by thick tree trunks. All light vanishes from the forest in an
instance – the sun has set and the fire is lost to your past. You slow your steed to a gentle
trot, careful not to guide it into ditches or let it run you into a low-hanging branch.
You don’t know where you’re headed – but so long as it is far, far away, you
don’t mind. You think of Polaris, the North Star, of hope as a shining light in the
darkness, and tip your head back to find the stars once more – but you only find the
shadows of birds flying between the branches. Not a single star peeks through.
You take a long breath in, try to steady yourself. Your skin no longer feels hot
from the fire, but it is bruised and grazed all the same; smudged with blood and dirt alike.
It is now, as you search for calm, that your stolen black steed rears up and you tumble to
the ground. In the grass, an animal moves quickly, darting away as the horse cries and
bolts through the woods, vanishing quickly into shadows.
“Wait!” you shout. “Come back!”
The thumping of the horse’s hooves grows farther and farther away until it
disappears entirely, leaving you alone in amidst the trees. Around you, the forest seems
even louder now, even larger. It must know that you’ve lost your way out; that you don’t
know where you came from, nor where you’re headed – the trees must sense that you are
alone and afraid, and your aching, bleeding limbs are shaking, quivering, as the haunting
wind turns cold.
You look up again; still no stars.
Number eighteen, your grandmother said at the kitchen table. Shaking, you rise to
your feet. Something scurries underfoot and you yelp, jumping back until you hit a thick
tree trunk. You press your hands against the gnarled bark, then leap away once more
when a bird flutters down, chirping in your ear.
“Number eighteen,” you say aloud, pushing forward. An owl calls in the
darkness. Something screams; it’s that familiar fox squeal as a group passes by in the
dark. “The Moon.”
Your grandmother’s nimble fingers flipped over the card; a raven, spread-winged,
its beak open, perched on either side of the moon, as if trying to swallow it whole.
“You are in a landscape lit only by moonlight,” you say, as your grandmother
once had as she explained the complexity of the card to you, “and it’s terrifying, because
anything could happen. But it’s also exhilarating—” you climb over a large root, your
eyes darting between the forest before you and the sky above “—
because anything could happen.”
You see it; a distant white promise, glowing through the branches. The moon sees
you in the dark. It tells you to keep going.
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ALMOST MAN
Lily stood in the shadows of the cavernous hallway. Nervous, she gripped the goldembossed calling card which shimmered in the gaslight. A pale blue, the card was
beautifully painted with birds, flowers, and musical notes. On the reverse a short message
had been scribbled in a spidery hand with an address in Nightingale Gardens. It read; He is
waiting. She tucked it into her purse.
The starched maid cleared her throat and held open the parlour door. Lily lifted her
mourning veil. She stepped into a grotto of humming-bird blues and mermaid greens. Her
‘widows' weeds’ looked dirty and grey against the kaleidoscope of colours.
On a plinth, in the centre of the room, stood a gilded birdcage with two cherry-red
cardinals perched inside. With juddering movements, clicks and whirrs, they jerked and
trilled a pretty tune. The melody, stilted and metallic, filled the room. And filled her heart.
It was their song; the song Charles had sung to her outside the music hall on that first
night, and then again at their wedding. And finally, in a wheezing paper-thin voice from
his rust-spotted pillow.
The music clicked to a stop. Lily reached for the brass key in the base of the cage. When
she took hold of it, the edges of the room quivered and blurred. Lily thought she may have
had a little too much of the good doctor’s tincture.
In a daze, she turned the key, round, and round until she met resistance. The two birds
tick-tick-ticked and opened their little beaks. But the sound came from over her shoulder.
Lily gasped. Charles was right there beside her; she could feel his warm breath on her
cheek, the soft touch of his fingers on her neck. And he was whisper-singing in her
ear, ‘She is my Lily of Laguna…’
Lily came to, lying on the hearth rug. She looked for his grey flecked eyes, but instead was
met with the furrowed brow of the pristine maid who smiled and let go of her hand.
“There, there, Mistress, you took a proper turn,” she said, not unkindly.
“I thought…” Lily didn’t know what she thought now that the curtains had been pulled
back and the sunshine had chased the magic into the corners. She struggled to sit up and
accepted a cup of steaming tea from the maid. Glancing over the rim, she could make out
the peeling paint of the birdcage and the moth-eaten feathers of the clockwork birds.
Looking round the room, the rug was threadbare at the edges and what she had thought
were vibrant wall coverings were dull and patchy.
The maid bent down to collect the cup and whispered, “It gets better. Now you're over the
shock of it. Next time, bring something of his; that way, he can stay longer.”
“Have you...?”
The maid’s smile was tinged with sadness as she nodded.
“Your husband?”
The maid sighed. “Charlie was someone else’s really. I almost had him. And still do,
almost.”
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DIVINATION (DISHES)
Stagger through the weeks, camel-backed with longing and dread. You are
missing something vital, but what? A ghost-limb of meaningful activity. A
sense of purpose. You need a message, a sign. Flick through books; stare at
skies sketched with vapour trails and mackerel clouds; watch the flight of
birds. Seek augurs in coffee dregs and biscuit crumbs.
Sometimes you need to let go, cling to the edges of doorframes and
howl, empty out your lungs in a rush and roar. Your nostrils will quiver,
your forehead glisten. You will be cornered as quarry at the end of a chase,
panting. It will pass. Straighten up, brace and carry on.
Go through spates of intensive cleaning undone by long fallows of
slovenliness. In a frenzy of drawer-sorting, find a pack of tarot cards
in a fudged back corner, amongst the finished crossword books and carboot board games. You’d forgotten about those cards, hadn’t you?
Flip open the foxed cardboard box. Slide out the deck, slippery,
geometric patterned backs up. Shuffle slowly, until the deck fits square
between your palms, edges flush and neat.
Draw a card. Take a look.
The King of Clubs. A card of integrity, order, stability.
The king himself is perched on the edge of his throne, knees primed
to leap back into action. He looks off to his left, beard pointing like an
arrow. Follow the compass of his gaze to the kitchen doorway. Carry the
card with you and sit at the table.
Arrange yourself in a straight-backed chair. Sit. Up. Straight! Bend
your left knee to match the king’s pose. Right foot, squared, pressing the
floor. Your calf muscle will quiver. Shuffle forward on the cushion, left
wrist on thigh. Turn your head to match his angled pose, his tucked chin,
and look.
What is he telling you?
Last night’s washing-up piled in the sink. The clock: eleven thirtytwo. You are still in pyjamas.
Divination complete; message received.
Get to work.
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PATIENCE
The playing cards were placed down on the old wooden coffee table. Carefully they
were shuffled with a repetitive motion. Seven piles were created, the number of cards
in each pile increasing from one to seven. The top cards were turned over revealing
what the player had to work with. Now the game of patience could begin:
The King of Hearts had been turned over but had yet to be united with one of the cards
and was getting worried. “Where are they?” he said.
“Penny for your thoughts?” came the voice of the Jack of Diamonds nearby.
The King of Hearts explained his troubles with the lack of progress regarding the
game.
“From what I heard there aren’t any Queens present on the board.”
“Oh, dear I hope we don’t have to restart the game.” The King found reshuffling gave
him an awful headache.
“Greetings, King of Hearts,” said the Queen of Spades (Queenie as she was
known),who had emerged from the player’s deck of cards. She was placed over the
King.
“Looks like I’m moving to you too,” said the Jack, as the player moved him as well.
After that, everything seemed to be going well – until they heard an uproar.
“What is going on?” asked Queenie. The King of Hearts called over and the Ten of
Hearts called back, saying another Jack had not appeared yet. This revelation sent a
stir through the cards. They all were tense.
“Where is he?” said the King. The player shuffled his deck going through once, then
twice.
“If he fails to show up on the third shuffle, the game will have to start again,” said
Jack. The deck was shuffled: once, twice. The third and final shuffle began.
“This is it,” said the King preparing for the worst. Slowly from the hand appeared the
Jack of Spades, who was placed in front of a queen elsewhere on the table. The cards
gave a unanimous sigh of relief.
“Thank goodness,” said Queenie, “Let us hope it goes smoothly from here.” Soon all
the cards were out, and the game of Patience was complete.
“Ah, another game complete,” said the King, “Hopefully we won’t have to
endure another reshuffle.”
“Right,” said the player putting his hands together. “I think I’ll try my hand at another
game.”
“Oh no. Not again.”
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POSTCARDS HOME: INTERLAGOS
Dear Pen
By the time that you read this postcard, I will be home! I have a very
sunburnt nose so you must promise not to laugh at me too much. It’s hot
here in Sao Paolo (which is Spanish for St Peter) and a big difference after
Europe. The picture on the front is the race track, which I think looks like a
man with a very big nose. I hope that you are making sure that Daddy
brushes his teeth every night and that he eats lots of vegetables.
Love, Mummy xxx
They are curled up together on the sofa, where they have made a nest
of blankets; a bundle of mother and chick. They laugh and push popcorn into
one another’s mouths whilst watching Peppa Pig. She is making oinking
noises that send the popped kernels splashing out onto the carpet and make
their daughter giggle in delight. The travel bags under her eyes are beginning
to subside now and the smell of high-octane fuel, most expensive than the
finest perfume, is barely noticeable in her hair.
He stoops down to scoop up the postcard under the coffee table, and wanders
through to stick it on the fridge with an alphabet magnet – P for Pen. It’s
redundant now that she’s back. He opens the fridge door and gawps open
mouthed, silently rehearsing the lines that he’s scripted for tonight’s
conversation, to salad leaves, a slab of cheese and a half-empty jar of
mayonnaise. A huge bar of Toblerone is wedged awkwardly across a shelf.
The spoils of Duty Free.
It’s a ridiculous bar of chocolate, much too large, and looking at it makes him
smile. He imagines her leaving the team behind and darting into the airport
boutique, spilling leftover coins onto the counter. Another family
tradition that she always keeps.
He closes the fridge and looks at the postcard again. The Sao Paolo circuit
does look like a man with a very big nose, he thinks. His eyes trace its
shape round and round and, by the fourth time past the finish line, he’s
realised. Here’s the secret. Here’s the thing. He’s proud of her for being the
first, for going out and conquering the world. And, he’s happy here,
weathering the storms with their daughter. It’s hard, but it won’t be forever.
He lets out a breath and the unsaid words float from his head. He takes the
Toblerone from the fridge and heads back to the living room.
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THE SUN
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The night hangs low and heavy. Darkness pulses around as you run through the forest,
past the shadows and terrors that haunt the night. Nothing here is your friend – but
nothing behind you was, either. There is nowhere to go but forwards, to whatever it is
that comes next.
Your grandmother died the night they came for you, long ago. They raided your
village and took all the children when they left. Your grandmother wielded the
poker from the fireplace, desperate in her desire to keep you safe. It was her blood that
still stained your fingers red when you stood on the platform in an unfamiliar city, sold
to a faceless man from the crowd.
On that first night, you wished for nothing but your grandmother.
On the second and third, you wished for her cards, too.
They do not tell you what to do, child, your grandmother used to say, but they’ll
point you in the right direction.
You wished you had them every night since. You wished you could shuffle the
cards, deal them out, and beg for their advice. How to escape. How to move forward.
How to survive.
If you were going to survive at all.
The cards didn’t tell you what you wanted to hear. They didn’t lie to you, or
weave false narratives. But they weren’t set in stone, either. They were a guarantee, not
a promise. The future was malleable, that way.
You want the cards here, as you navigate the forest through the night, though you
wouldn’t be able to see the pictures in the all-encompassing darkness. In the quiet
moments, you rest at the base of sturdy trees, desperate to close your eyes but knowing
you can’t. The animals of the forest have sworn no oath not to eat you where you lie.
Neither have any potential survivors from your burning village, or the dark knight whose
steed you stole in the fray.
As you walk again, hours after your journey began, so long that you’ve lost sight
of the guiding moon, you list the cards your grandmother taught you, starting with The
Fool and ending with The World; from innocence to experienced, and every step in
between. The cards are just journeys, just stories, and once you have reached the end
you return again to the beginning.
This is all that is happening to you here. You are one step after another in a story.
One chapter and then the next. Born and raised and safe and not and escaping and
escaping and escaping. In this night alone, you have lived The Star, the hopeful, the
desperate, the moving forward, and The Moon, the terrified, the excited, the dreamy
possibility.
What is next? you hear your grandmother say. Number nineteen.
“The Sun,” you reply to the dark, “where hope and possibility have turned into
reality, and you see the world with unbiased eyes.” It is as if you call it into being
and you rush forward, eyes caught on the trees ahead. On the sight you have waited for
all night long.
You burst out at the edge of the forest and into the rolling meadow beyond it.
Nearby, a quiet settlement sits, chimneys lightly smoking in the dawn. On the horizon,
the sun is rising, revealing the new world to you. You’re here. You’re here.
You’re finally here.
You breathe in the morning and walk towards the light.
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